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Abstract
Acquired above variable clouds, aerial images contain the components of ground reflection and cloud effect. Due to the nonuniformity, clouds in aerial images are even harder to remove than haze in terrestrial images. This paper proposes a divide-andconquer scheme to remove the thin translucent clouds in a single RGB aerial image. Based on color attenuation prior, we design
a kind of veiling metric that indicates the local concentration of clouds effectively. By this metric, an aerial image containing
thickness-varied clouds is segmented into multiple regions. Each region is veiled by clouds of nearly-equal concentration, and
hence subject to common assumptions, such as boundary constraint on transmission. The atmospheric light in each region
is estimated by the modified local color-line model and composed into a spatially-varying airlight map for the entire image.
Then scene transmission is estimated and further refined by a weighted L1 -norm based contextual regularization. Finally, we
recover ground reflection via the atmospheric scattering model. We verify our cloud removal method on a number of aerial
images containing thin clouds and compare our results with classical single-image dehazing methods and the state-of-the-art
learning-based declouding method respectively.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Image processing; Computational photography;

1. Introduction
Aerial images are increasingly utilized in a variety of applications,
such as environmental monitoring, land-cover classification, economic development mapping and disaster assessment. However,
acquired on satellites or air-planes, aerial images are often occluded
by clouds. Thick clouds can hide the contents of an image completely, and even thin translucent clouds can substantially impede
the utility of aerial images by degrading their quality dramatically.
Therefore, removing cloud occlusions from aerial images to generate cloud-free images is a critical step in most of those applications.
Traditional approaches to removing cloud occlusions employ
hand-crafted filters such as mean and median filters to generate
a background image exploiting a large repository of images over
a specific area [HR05, RTPA17]. However, these image composite approaches require a large volume of mostly cloud-free images
taken over a unchanging landscape. For applications where consistent time series are needed, e.g. environmental monitoring, or
where a certain scene must be observed at a specific time, e.g. disaster assessment, this line of methods are not practicable. On the other
hand, they usually neglect sources of partial information–regions in
shadow are partly visible and the clouds themselves have some degree of transparency.
In fact, aerial images contain the components of cloud effect
and ground reflection. It is possible to restore the ground reflection
from a single aerial image utilizing image priors the way image
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dehazing does, if it is veiled almost by smooth translucent clouds.
However, although physical model based image recovery methods
like Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [Fat08], Dark Channel Prior (DCP) [HST11], Haze-Lines [BTA20] etc. have achieved
remarkable progress in dehazing outdoor images, classical singleimage dehazing methods could barely obtain desirable recovery
effects when applied on cloudy aerial images straightforwardly.
The drastically-varying density distribution of aerosols between the
aerial camera and the ground would lead to non-smooth cloud occlusions, in this case, it is rather harder to remove the clouds than
to remove the haze / fog.
In this paper, we aim to remove the veiling of thin translucent
clouds for single aerial images. Considering the non-uniformity of
cloud veiling, we propose a novel pipeline to fulfill the task of thin
cloud removal. Based on color attenuation prior, we design a veiling index that indicates the local concentration of clouds. By this
index, a color aerial image veiled by thin cloud is segmented into
multiple regions, and each region contains clouds of nearly-equal
thickness, which is subject to common assumption such as boundary constraint on transmission. Then the atmospheric light vector
in each region is evaluated by the modified color-lines model and
composed into a spatially varying airlight map for the entire image.
Afterwards, scene transmission is estimated and further optimized
by a weighted L1 -norm based contextual regularization. Finally, we
recover scene radiance via the atmospheric scattering model. We
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validate our thin cloud removal method on a number of exemplar
aerial images containing thin clouds, and compare our results with
that of classical single image dehazing methods and of the stateof-the-art learning-based declouding method in terms of qualitative
and quantitative evaluations respectively.
The main contribution of this paper lies in two aspects: (1) a
divide-and-conquer strategy and (2) a novel veiling index. The former is dedicated to separately deal with various parts of cloud adaptive to their respective concentrations, overcoming the weaknesses
of globally-applied operators. The latter is capable to indicate the
local thickness of cloud effectively. The integration of these two
advantages leads to desirable cloud removal effect, which outperforms existing single-image cloud removal methods.

2. Related work
Traditional techniques of image enhancement can be employed to
remove thin cloud from a single aerial image (eg, histogram-based
dehazing methods [Sta00]), but their recovery effect is limited, as
a single cloudy image can hardly provide sufficient information.
Under the assumption that local contrast of haze-free images is
much higher than that of hazy images, Tan et al. [Tan08] proposes
a haze removal method by maximizing local contrast of the image
based on Markov Random Field (MRF). Although his approach can
achieve compelling results, it tends to output images with distorted
colors and significant halos.
Significant progress has been made in single image dehazing
based on the physical model in recent years. Fattal [Fat08] proposes
to remove haze from color images based on Independent Component Analysis (ICA), but his approach has difficulty to deal with
dense-haze images. Inspired by the dark-object subtraction technique, He et al. [HST11] discover the dark channel prior (DCP)
that, in most of non-sky patches, at least one color channel has
some pixels whose intensities are very low and close to zero. With
this prior, they estimate the thickness of haze and restore the hazefree image by the atmospheric scattering model. The DCP approach
is simple and effective in most cases. However, it cannot handle
the sky images well and is computationally intensive. Some improved algorithms [GVN12, NKL11] are proposed to overcome
these weaknesses. Meng et al. [MWD∗ 13] propose an effective
regularization dehazing method to recover the haze-free image by
exploring the inherent boundary constraint. Tang et al. [TYW14]
combine four types of haze-relevant features with Random Forest to estimate the transmission. Despite the remarkable progress,
single image dehazing methods almost never take into account
the drastic non-uniformity of cloud veiling and therefore could
barely achieve desirable results when straightforwardly performed
on aerial images even veiled by thin translucent clouds.
By studying many clear natural images, Omer and Werman
[OW04] propose the patch color-line principle: pixels of a small
patch are distributed along a 1D line in RGB space. Based on
this principle, Sulami et al. [SGFW14] develop a color-line based
method to recover the atmospheric light vector in a hazy image
more accurately. Fattal [Fat14] also derives a local formation model
to explain the color-lines in the context of hazy scenes and employs it to recover scene transmission based on the lines’ offset

from the origin. Later, Berman et al. [BTA16] propose the Hazelines algorithm, which is based on a non-local prior instead of common patch-based image prior. Their algorithm is found to be one
of the top methods for single-image dehazing [YYBT16]. Dhara
et al. [DRSB20] propose an effective dehazing technique using
weighted least squares filtering on dark channel prior and color
correction that involves automatic detection of color cast images.
Their method can produce visually pleasing resultant images free
of halo artifacts. This series of achievements give us considerable
inspiration and lay a commendable foundation for our work.
Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been
proposed to solve the single image dehazing / declouding problem.
Cai et al. [CXJ∗ 16] suggest DehazeNet, a CNN that extract features
from the full resolution image using different filter sizes and applies
a non-linear function to predict the transmission map. Sarukkai et
al. [SJUE19] cast the problem of cloud removal as a conditional
image synthesis challenge, and propose a trainable spatio-temporal
generator network to remove clouds. Their model is trained and
validated on a new large-scale spatio-temporal dataset constituted
by real images. Meranera et al. [MEZS20] present a ResNet based
model, named DSen2-CR, to remove clouds from multi-spectral
Sentinel-2 imagery. Their model is trained and tested on a globally
sampled dataset containing real cloudy and cloud-free images. Although these learning-based methods are capable of removing even
thick clouds from cloudy images, they often fail to maintain the
naturalness of the image and thus the usability of resultant image is
discounted.

3. Background
Aerosols in the atmosphere deflect the light from its linear direction to other directions in a process of light propagation, that is,
light scattering. Recurrent scattering across the medium introduce
a layer of ambient light, known as airlight. This layer blocks the
direct scene transmission, dilutes it with airlight, and therefore reduces the image contrast. The involved physical scenario can be
expressed by the image formation model
I(x) = t(x)J(x) + (1 − t(x))A,

(1)

where I(x) is the observed image, J(x) is the scene radiance,
namely, the light reflected from object surfaces, and x = (x, y) denotes pixel coordinates. The direct transmission of the scene radiance t(x)J(x) corresponds to the light reflected by the surfaces
in the scene and reaching the camera without being scattered.
(1 − t(x))A describes the total contribution of airlight. The atmospheric light vector A is the intensity of the ambient light. The
scalar t(x) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the transmission along the camera ray
at each pixel. Its value corresponds to the fraction of light crossing
the medium without being scattered.
To enhance images degraded by aerosols scattering, one needs to
recover J(x) from a given image I(x) according to Eq. (1). As the
preliminary steps, both the atmospheric light vector A and transmissions t(x) should be evaluated at first. In principle, the scene
transmission is given by
t(x) = e−

R d(x)
0

β(rx (s))ds

,

(2)
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(a) Input cloudy image

(b) Cloud segmentation

(c) Airlight map

(d) Transmission map

(e) Declouded image

Figure 1: The pipeline of our declouding procedure. Left of (b): region segmentation on veiling map, right of (b): segmentation applied onto
input image. Left of (d): initially estimated transmission map, right of (d): optimized transmission map.

where d(x) is the depth and rx (s) parameterizes the ray at pixel x.
The function β(·) denotes the scattering coefficient.
In the case of haze/fog, aerosols in the scene are assumed to be
fully diffused, and therefore scattering to be uniform. For image
dehazing/defogging, a global atmospheric light is usually serviceable enough and the transmission t(x) is merely subject to the depth
d(x). Accordingly, Eq. (2) is simplified to
¯

t(x) = e−βd(x) ,

region, which is further composed into a spatially-varying airlight
map A(x) (Fig. 1(c)). Then, we adopt the boundary constraint on
transmission to estimate the initial region-wise transmission and
regularize the transmission map using a weighted L1 -norm (Fig.
1(d)). Once t(x) and A(x) are achieved, we recover the scene radiance by
J(x) =

(3)

where β¯ is a constant attenuation coefficient, instead of a function.
Different from hazy image taken on the ground, cloudy aerial
images are acquired above clouds by the cameras on airplanes or
satellites. The space between the aerial camera and the ground is
populated with clouds in form of air masses with various volumes
and density. Through this kind of definitely heterogeneous medium,
the aerosols scatterings are no longer uniform and thus the airlight
becomes messy. Consider that, while shoting an aerial photo, the
distance between the camera and the ground dominates the imaging depth in fact (the object’s height is usually orders of magnitude
smaller than that distance), and hence the depths at each pixel are
almost equal during one shot. Consequently, the veiling effect on
a pixel is overwhelmingly controlled by the cloud chunks the ray
encounters before reaching it. In other words, the number and property of the air masses in the imaging field govern the distribution of
airlight, and further suggest the number of atmospheric light vectors that should be considered if we gonna remove the clouds in
the image by Eq. (1). In this sense, classical single-image dehazing
methods would be not competent to cloud removal for most cloudy
aerial images, as they commonly take into account merely one atmospheric light vector.
3.1. Overview
From the aforementioned analysis, the estimation of the number
and values of atmospheric light vectors would play a crucial role in
removing clouds from cloudy aerial images. We propose a divideand-conquer solution to cloud removal. The key start point is a
novel veiling metric that indicates the local concentration of cloud
effectively. Based on this metric, we decompose a cloudy image into multiple parts, each of which could be settled with an
unique atmospheric light vector. Fig. 1 demonstrates the pipeline
of our proposed declouding method. Firstly, we segment a cloudy
aerial image into multiple regions according to the concentration
of clouds (Fig. 1(b)) and evaluate the atmospheric light for each
c 2020 The Author(s)
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I(x) − A(x)
[max(t(x), ε)]δ

+ A(x),

(4)

where ε is a small constant (typically 0.0001) for avoiding division
by zero and the exponent δ is used for fine-tuning the recovering
effects (Fig. 1(e)).
4. Veiling metric
To segment an aerial images containing non-uniform clouds, an optimal metric is required to indicate the concentration of clouds effectively. Inspired by human beings’ color recognition mode, we
build the metric of cloud veiling on the analysis of cloudy images
in HSV color space.
4.1. Color attenuation prior
Although it is challenging for a computer to identify cloud or haze
in a single image automatically, human beings can fulfill this task
easily. This owes to human’s inherent ability and habit of recognizing colors in terms of brightness, hue and saturation. In previous
work [ZX14], they observed and inferred that: in a color aerial image containing discontinuous clouds, cloudy regions are of higher
brightness and lower saturation compared to clear regions, and both
values vary sharply with the change of cloud concentration. The
similar observation and description is also presented by Zhu et
al. [ZMS15], named color attenuation prior.
This prior conforms to the image formation model represented
by Eq. (1) actually. According to this linear model, the transmission t(x) determines the ratio of the scene radiance to the airlight,
and hence the composited intensity of image. The lower the transmission, the more the airlight A and the less the scene radiance J(x)
participating. Caused by the scattering of sun light in natural scenarios, the airlight is either white or gray, that is, of high brightness
and low saturation. Cloudy regions in an aerial image correspond
to the parts of the scene veiled by clouds, where the transmission is
lower accordingly. As a result, pixels in these regions are blended
with more white or gray airlight and hence of higher brightness and
lower saturation.
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4.2. Veiling Index

5. Airlight map

Fig. 2 illustrates color attenuation prior geometrically in HSV
color space. Fig. 2(a) is the HSV color model, and Fig. 2(b-d) are
three color values I(x1 ), I(x2 ), I(x3 ) of the same hue H, ascending
brightness V and descending saturation S sequentially. These values
correspond to the intensities of three pixels with increasing veiling
effect of clouds respectively. It is observed that, the coupled variations of brightness V and saturation S amount to the sole variation
of angle between them, namely θ. Further, the angle θ is positively
correlated with the veiling level, which virtually indicates the concentration of cloud. A straightforward choice is to adopt the ratio of
V to S , namely tan θ, as the veiling indicator. However, we found
that it is somewhat acute and even sensitive to noise in our experiments. Hence, its natural logarithm is defined as the veiling index
finally:

Since the veiling of clouds is incurred by air masses between the
aerial camera and the ground, cloudy regions in a color aerial image
always emerge in terms of pixel chunks. Based on the proposed
veiling index, we segment an aerial image containing thin cloud
into multiple regions and cope with each region individually. The
atmospheric light in each region is estimated by the modified colorlines principle, and then composed into a spatially-varying airlight
map for the following restoration of the scene radiance.


L(x) = ln


V (x)
,
S(x) + ε

(5)

where, the same, ε is a small constant for avoiding division by zero.
We convert a color aerial image into HSV space, evaluate the
veiling indices at each pixel and build a veiling map L for the
source image I. Comparing Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), it shows that
the shading in veiling map is in line with the density distribution of
clouds in the source cloudy image, which verifies the effectiveness
of our proposed veiling index.

(a)

5.1. Cloudy image segmentation
By the nature of air mass, the cloud veiling on an aerial image is
of amorphous shapes and variable distribution, and thus the veiling map is such an image where definite edges or regular texture
are absent (see Fig. 3(b)). We design a superpixel-clustering based
scheme to fulfill the task of segmenting clouds.
In particular, we adopt the SLIC (Simple Linear Iterative Clustering) algorithm that adheres well to image boundaries and is of
high performance. General implementations of SLIC have two parameters exposed: expected number of superpixels S and compactness index of superpixel m [ASS∗ 12]. Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) show
that the superpixels of the veiling map, Fig. 3(b), come to a desirable trade-off between boundary adherence and superpixel compactness.

(a) Input cloudy image

(b) Veiling map

(c) Superpixels of veiling map

(d) Superpixels of input image

(b)

Figure 3: A cloudy image, its veiling map and superpixel clustering.

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: The geometric illustration of color attenuation prior. (a)
HSV color model. (b)-(d) Three color values of the same hue,
ascending-brightness and descending-saturation, corresponding to
three pixels with increasing veiling of cloud.

To segment the veiling map precisely, we design a two-step procedure instead of clustering the resultant superpixels at a time according to the composition of the mean veiling index and the centroid coordinates of each superpixel. Firstly, we perform K-means
clustering on a one-dimension dataset that consists of the mean
veiling indices of all superpixels and obtain K clusters of superpixels. Then we divide those clusters that have disconnected components into inner-connected regions (Fig. 4(a)) and merge each
c 2020 The Author(s)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4: Segmentating a cloudy image (Fig. 3(a)). (a) Initial segmentation. (b) Final segmentation after islets merging. (c) Segmentation
on veiling map. (d) Segmentation on input image. (e) Segmentation according to pixel intensity directly.

islet (tiny region) of less than E pixels into its nearest neighboring regionn(E = 2000 by default). Consequently,
the segmentao
SQ
T
tion, P = Ri | i=1 Ri = L, Ri R j = ∅ , for the veiling map L
is achieved (see Fig. 3(b)). The number of resultant regions Q is
determined approximately by the preset number of clusters K (also
influenced by E) and Q ≥ K.
Eventually, this segmentation is applied back onto the source image. As can be seen from Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d), the source cloudy
image is appropriately segmented into multiple regions in each of
which the cloud concentration is almost equal. Instead, if segmenting the input cloudy image according to pixel intensity directly,
we fail to decompose the image parts containing thickness-notablyvaried clouds into desirable regions (see the upper part of Fig. 4(e)).

Fig. 5 shows the resultant airlight map of a cloudy aerial image.
We set σ = 7 and ρ = 9 for all examples in the paper.

(a) Segmented cloudy image

(b) Airlight map

Figure 5: Airlight map consisting of region-wise atmospheric
light.

5.2. Atmospheric light vector in each region
Based on the color-line principle [OW04], Fattal [Fat14] and Sulami et al. [SGFW14] derived a local image formation model for
small image patches,
I(x) = tl(x)R̄ + (1 − t)A = l(x)R + (1 − t)A,

(6)

where R = t R̄ and t is a fixed transmission value in the patch Ω.
They validate its hypotheses per-patch and choose those patches
that exhibit proper color-lines to estimate the global atmospheric
light or the transmission on each pixel respectively. This tactic is
preferred to deal with cloudy images with widely-varying veiling.
For our scenario, we scan each segmented region with σ × σ
patches and adopt the validation criteria presented in [Fat14] to
prune patches. Those valid ones are selected to estimate the atmospheric light vector. Note that, for small regions or weird regions,
the number of qualified patches may be insufficient, e.g., less than
ρ, named defective regions.
For a quality region, we recover its atmospheric light vector
in two stages. Firstly, the atmospheric light vector’s orientation
Â is obtained by finding the optimal intersection of plane pairs,
as in [SGFW14]. Then, for the atmospheric light vector’s magnitude kAk, Sulami et al. [SGFW14] derived and exploited the maxbrightness transmission invariance image prior that is a little demanding for our case. We just choose the magnitude of image intensity of the pixel with the max veiling index in the examined region,
that is, kAk = kI(xmax _L )k. Finally, the atmospheric light vectors
for quality regions come to Ai = kI(xmax _Li )k Âi . For defective regions, we simply employ the intensity of the pixel with the max
veiling index as the atmospheric light, namely, A j = I(xmax _L j ).
c 2020 The Author(s)
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6. Transmission map
Meng et al. [MWD∗ 13] proposed the boundary constraint, which
allows the transmissions in a local patch to be slightly different, to
relax constant assumption on the transmission within a local image patch. This setting conforms to the condition of aerial images
veiled by thin clouds where the transmissions vary widely. Therefore, we adopt boundary constraint to estimate the transmissions in
each region initially. Then they are regularized using the weighted
L1 -norm optimization within the scope of individual region and the
scope of the entire image sequentially.

6.1. Boundary constraint based transmission estimation
From the image formation model, Eq. (1), we can recover the clean
pixel J(x) by a linear extrapolation from A to I(x) and it is always
bounded by two constants, that is
C0 ≤ J(x) ≤ C1 ,

(7)

where C0 and C1 are two constant color vectors that are relevant
to the given image. Correspondingly, a lower bound of t(x) can be
determined:
0 ≤ tb (x) ≤ t(x) ≤ 1
 c
 
A − Ic (x) Ac − Ic (x)
tb (x) = min
max
,
,1 ,
Ac − Cc0
Ac − Cc1
c∈{r,g,b}

(8)



(9)
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where c indices color channels. Further, the patch-wise transmission is given as:
tˆ(x) = min max tb (z),
y∈ωx z∈ωy

(10)

where ωx and ωy are local patches centered at x and y respectively.
This can be conveniently implemented by a morphological closing
operator.
For our case, we construct an airlight map for the input cloudy
image instead of a single atmospheric light vector. While substituting Ac (x) with Ac in Eq. (8):

 c
 
A (x) − Ic (x) Ac (x) − Ic (x)
tb (x) = min
max
,
,1 ,
Ac (x) − Cc0
Ac (x) − Cc1
c∈{r,g,b}
(11)
we estimate the initial transmission for each pixel (see Fig. 6(a)).

6.2. Transmission regularization
We adopt the framework of weighted L1 -norm based contextual
regularization [MWD∗ 13] and the similar objective function to regularize the initial transmission:
λ
kt − tˆk22 + ∑ W j ◦ (D j ⊗ t) 1 ,
2
j∈w

(12)

where the first part is the data term that measures the fidelity of t(x)
to the initial transmission tˆ(x), the second part models the contextual constraints of t(x), and λ is the regularization parameter to balance the two terms. ◦ denotes element-wise multiplication and ⊗
stands for convolution operator. W j is a weighting matrix, defined
as:

−1
α
W j (i) = (D j ⊗ l)i + ε
,
(13)
where l is the log-luminance channel of the image I(x), the exponent α > 0 controls the sensitivity to the luminance difference of
two pixels and ε is a small constant for prevent division by zero.
The same way, a variable splitting based algorithm is employed
to solve the above optimization problem (Eq. (12)):
!
β
λ
2
2
ˆ
kt − t k2 + ∑ W j ◦ u j 1 +
∑ u j − D j ⊗ t 2 , (14)
2
2 j∈w
j∈w
where u j is a auxiliary variable and β is a weight used for alternat∗
ing optimizations. As suggested in [MWD√
13], β is increased from
β0 = 1 to βMax = 28 by a scaling factor 2 2.
As for the segmented cloudy image, in particular, we perform
the aforementioned process of optimization in two passes at different scales sequentially. The first pass of regularization is conducted
within the scope of individual region in order to eliminate the interference of surrounding regions and the regularization parameter
is set λ = 1.0. The second is carried out throughout the whole image to enhance the smoothness of transmission near the boundaries
between regions and λ = 0.8. Fig. 6(b) shows the regularized result
of the initial transmissions in Fig. 6(a).

(a) Initial transmission map

(b) Regularized transmission map

Figure 6: Transmission map.

7. Experiments and Results
Parameters In our scheme, two parameters need to be adjusted
at times: the expected number of superpixels S in SLIC algorithm
and the number of clusters K in K-means algorithm. These two
parameters could be set according to the size and the complexity
of input cloudy images heuristically. Typically, for an 800 × 600
cloudy image, S can take an integer in [360, 1800] and K ∈ [3, 9]
is practicable. Fig. 7 shows the intermediate and final results produced with some combinations of S and K values. As we can see,
these results respond lazily to the variations of both parameters. We
set S = 800, K = 6 for most of examples in the paper (also as default for common cases). As for cloudy images of low-resolution
and/or with simple distribution of clouds, smaller S and K could be
chosen to speedup the process of cloud removal substantially (i.e.,
saving up 2 seconds or so with S = 400, K = 3).
The rest parameters are almost semi-fixed. The radiance bounds
in Eq. (11) are set to C0 = (30, 30, 30)T , C1 = (260, 260, 260)T .
α = 0.5 is for the weighting function Eq. (13). 8 Kirsch operators
and 1 Laplacian operator are employed in our transmission regularization process.
Visual comparison We collect several color aerial images taken
on air-planes or satellites which contain thin cloud of various
patterns and concentration distribution. Fig. 9 demonstrates these
cloudy images and the resultant image recovered by Dark Channel Prior (DCP) based method by He et al. [HST11], by Boundary
Constraint (BC) based method by Meng et al. [MWD∗ 13], and by
ours. Our proposed method outperforms these two classical single
image dehazing methods in two aspects: in the scope of the entire
image, ours eliminates more cloud chunks and thus retrieve more
details; for those regions covered by much thicker clouds, ours mitigates the veiling effect of clouds up to the best extent among the
results. In the parts highlighted by green rectangles, ours mitigates
cloud veiling considerably. Nevertheless, the other two result in saturation. In the parts enclosed by blue rectangles, ours alleviates the
veiling sufficiently and still excels over them. In the parts highlighted by red rectangles, ours clean up cloud almost completely,
yet others have cloud residual. Overall, our method manages to restore richer details from cloudy images.
To compare with the state-of-the-art learning-based cloud removal approach, we choose the DSen2-CR model presented by
Meraner et al. [MEZS20], based on ResNet architecture. The network is trained on a dataset comprising 13-channel multi-spectral
optical and dual-polarimetric SAR images. We select some 256 ×
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Step
S = 600, K = 3
Segment
1.33s
Comp. A
0.17s
Comp. T
0.65s
Recover
0.08s
Total
2.23s
Resolution
400 × 300
Segment
0.79s
Comp. A
0.05s
Comp. T
0.72s
Recover
0.05s
Total
1.61s

Input image

S = 800, K = 6
1.93s
0.28s
1.62s
0.15s
3.98s
800 × 600
1.93s
0.28s
1.62s
0.15s
3.98s

S = 1200, K = 9
7.63s
0.82s
4.86s
0.36s
13.67s
1600 × 1200
4.26s
0.39s
3.23s
0.56s
8.44s

Table 1: Timing data for varying combination of S and K using
a color image (3 channels) of 800 × 600 pixels, and for varying
image resolutions using S = 800, K = 6.

Segmented
image

nation conditions. Nonetheless, we have made an effort to synthesize cloudy images based on clear aerial images using Perlin noise. We run two state-of-the-art single-image dehazing algorithms [BTA20, DRSB20] and the proposed declouding approach
on these synthetic cloudy images to conduct visual-quantitative integrated comparisons. The cloud removal performances of examined methods are quantitatively evaluated in terms of PSNR and
SSIM. The value pairs of both metrics are printed under the corresponding images in Fig. 11. Our method not only removes clouds
almost completely from all the synthetic cloudy images, but also
achieves the best grades according to both PSNR and SSIM in a
statistical sense.

Airlight
map

Transmission
map

Declouded
image

S=400, K=3

S=800, K=6

S=1600, K=12

Figure 7: Visual comparison of cloud removal effects with various
combinations of parameter S, K. Only the region enclosed by a blue
rectangle undergoes slight changes with the extreme setting of S
and K.

256 image patches veiled by thin cirrus clouds as examples, and run
the pre-trained DSen2-CR model in its test mode on these patches
(both shared by [MEZS20]). Then the RGB channels of each patch
are extracted to composite a color cloudy image, which is taken as
input to our cloud removal procedure. The input images, reference
images, results of DSen2-CR and that of our method are composed
into Fig. 10. As demonstrated by this figure, despite nearly free
of cloud, the predicted images by DSen2-CR are still a bit blur
and quality-degraded on the whole. Nevertheless, our declouding
procedure maintains and even enhances the overall image quality
while removing most of clouds except for some intensity-saturated
regions. Note that, although reference images (referred to as target
images in [MEZS20]) are recorded under cloud-free circumstances
on the same spots, their illumination conditions or corresponding
appearances on the ground have changed substantially. Therefore,
this kind of images are not qualified as ground-truth to perform
quantitative evaluation on the effect of cloud removal.
Quantitative comparison It is quite difficult to record groundtruth clear scenes for the cloudy images, due to varying illumic 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Timing data Our algorithm has been implemented using Matlab.
We examine the actual performance of the entire program by counting the individual running time of four main steps: image segmentation, airlight map A computation, transmission map T computation and scene radiance recovery. Table 1 shows timing statistics
of the implemented program running on a PC with a 4.0GHz Intel
Core i7-6700k CPU, 16GB RAM and Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080Ti
GPU. As seen from the table, the bottlenecks of our algorithm ie in
two steps: image segmentation and transmission map computation
(transmission regularization), which amount to nearly 95% of the
entire processing time.
Compared to classical single-image dehazing methods, our declouding method needs an extra step of superpixel-clustering based
cloud segmentation that is linear in N, the number of pixels in the
image. By the step-wise statistics of running time, the entire procedure of cloud removal cost more 2 seconds or so than those dehazing algorithms for typical 800 × 600 input images.
8. Discussion
Analysis Compared to existing single-image dehazing methods,
the proposed method achieves better could removal results on
cloudy aerial images. This owes to our divide-and-conquer strategy. We evaluate the atmospheric light vectors and estimate initial
transmissions for each region adaptively, and therefore eliminate
clouds in most of regions tremendously. However, classical haze
removal methods generally use a global atmospheric light vector
to estimate the transmissions for the entire image. This inevitably
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results in either underestimation or overestimation of the transmissions in cloud regions of highly-varied concentration. No matter
what optimization method is adopted in the following steps, they
can hardly generate an accurate transmission map and thus fail
to remove clouds effectively. Consequently, single-image dehazing methods are not competent to cloud removal for cloudy aerial
images.
Limitation Nevertheless, our method has an inherent limitation.
That is, its efficiency of cloud removal is dominated by the performance of cloud region segmentation. Our superpixel-clustering
based scheme does not always achieve desirable segmentation results. This would lead to insufficient removal of cloud, which could
not be recouped by the following steps. Fig. 8 shows a typical scenario in the case of inaccurate segmentation. Region B in the cloudy
image has been recovered clearly through declouding attributed to
its suitable enclosure. In contrast, Region A consists of parts with
notably various cloud concentration (the upper part and the lower
part) all the time even with extensive trials of segmentation parameters S and K. This lastly results in a large area of cloud residual in
the upper part of region B.
Further, for cloudy aerial images consisting of large-area grayish
chunks, our method would obtain undesirable cloud removal effect.
By the nature of the proposed veiling index, it could confuse cloudy
pixels with grayish pixels. If the mis-recognized pixels constituted
a connected chunk large enough, the cloud segmentation would be
inaccurate and thus cloud removal would be unsatisfactory.

Based on the proposed veiling index, we segment an aerial image
veiled by thickness-varied cloud into various regions each of which
is of nearly equal concentration. The atmospheric light is estimated
per-region by the modified color-lines method and composed into
an airlight map for the entire image. Thereafter, scene transmission
is estimated according to spatially-varying atmospheric light values and regularized at both scales sequentially. Finally, we restore
scene radiance via the atmospheric scattering model. We implement and test our cloud removal method on a number of color aerial
images containing thin clouds. It shows that our proposed method
substantially outperforms classical single image dehazing methods
and the state-of-the-art learning-based declouding method, in terms
of both the effect of cloud removal and the quality of recovered images.
In the future, we will explore more sophisticated image segmentation method suitable for segmenting a cloudy image containing
highly-varying clouds and thus improve the overall performance
of cloud removal. For example, a preprocessing step performing
structure-preserving image smoothing [SXLS19] would be beneficial to segment this kind of cloudy images. Besides, designing
an efficient transmission regularization algorithm is also an interesting and challenging task. Finally, inspired by deep leaning
based shadow removal methods [ZLW19, ZLY∗ 20, ZLZX20], we
will build a training data and exploit deep learning based cloud removal.
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(a) Input image
(b) He et al. [HST11]
(c) Meng et al. [MWD∗ 13]
(d) Ours (S = 800, K = 6)
Figure 9: Visual comparison of cloud removal for color aerial images with classical methods.
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(a) Input image
(b) Reference image
(c) Ours(S = 500, K = 8)
(d) DSen2-CR [MEZS20]
Figure 10: Visual comparison of cloud removal for color aerial images with a learning-based method named DSen2-CR model (based on
ResNet architecture) .
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(a) Cloud-free image (b) Synthetic cloudy image (c) Berman et al. [BTA20] (d) Dhara et al. [DRSB20]
(e) Ours
Figure 11: Visual-Quantitative comparison of cloud removal for synthetic cloudy images with state-of-the-art non-learning-based methods.
With cloud-free aerial images referred as the ground-truth, the ’PSNR | SSIM’ pairs were evaluated respectively to indicate the performance
of Berman’s, Dhara’s and our declouding methods over synthetic cloudy images. (Numerical values in bold font are best scores respectively.)
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